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Instruction Parachuting in Realtime with Raspberry Pi  
 

  

1. Introduction 
Realtime Simulation is not possible using Windows Operation System. 

Matlab/Simulink is supporting realtime simulation on many microcontrollers and mini-computers. 

We are going to use the wellknown single board computer Raspberry Pi. 

The Raspberry Pis in the lab are equipped with with the embedded Linux operating Systems   

Raspian. Addittionally the Simulink Support Package for Raspberry Pi Hardware has been  

installed in Matlab 2017b of the lab. So the Raspberry Pi is ready to use for realtime simulation. 

For more information have a look to chapter „Getting started for Realtime Simulation in Simulink“ 

in your script.      

  

2. Settings for Simulink 

To run the simulation on the Rasperry Pi in realtime we are going to use following settings in Simulink. 

Under Simulation – Model Configuration Parameters all necessary changes can be done.  

First setup  for item Solver:  
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 For item Hardware Implementation we are going to select following settings:   
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No save your model as „ParaschutingRTCurrentSemester“ (e.g. ParachutingRT_WS18).  

Connect the Raspberry Pi per Ethernet-cable with your host and switch on power supply.  

 

 

 
After about 1 min the Raspberry pi should be ready to use. Check this via command h = raspberrypi 

in Matlab Command Window. Matlab is trying to connect to the Raspberry Pi. You should get 

following answer: 
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On the Rasperry Pi the simuation can not be visualized. To execute the simulation on the Raspberry Pi and to 

visualize the essential values on the host these values must be transmitted from the Raspberry Pi to your host-

computer.  This is done via Ethernet-Interface UDP.  

Insert the UDP Send block from the Simulink Support Package for Raspberry Pi and a Mux –Block to your 
model.�

  

Pass the falling speed v(t) and the height to the Mux and connect the Mux with the UDP-block. 

The dem UDP-Send-block needs to get following setttings: 

  

  

If your simualtion has got a logic to stop the simualtion after reaching the ground remove this.  

Now compile and load your model to the Rasberry Pi  by pressing the Deploy-button.  

  

  

As a result you should get a code generation report.  
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4. GUI for Realtime-Simulation on your host 

 

For visualizing the parachuting- simulation we are going to use the Simulink model  

‚GUI-parachuting.slx‘. This has got a UDP-Receiver-Block and two gauges to visualize speed and 

height. 

Download paraschuting_files from the Homepage Wiki and unzip it your current directory.  

Insert in the matlab scripts startParachutingSim.m und stopParachutingSim.m at 

h.runModel(‘name of your model‘) and h.stopModel(‘the name of your mode ‘) your actual 

modelname   (z.B. ParachutingRT_WS18) and save the modified scripts. 

 

Start now  GUI_Parachuting.slx - Simulation via Run-Button. 

 

This starts implicitly via a Callback –function startParachutingSim the parachuting simulation on the 

Raspberry Pi, receives the simulated values for speed and height per UDP-protocol and visulizes it via 

the gauges. The simulation is going to stop automatically if  ground is reached or you can stop it by the 

Simulink Stop Button. To pause is not possible. If everthing is ok, you can watch the parachuting in 

realtime.  

What maximum speed has been reached?  

 


